Rockford Pen Set
Modern styling features stunning chrome
upper barrel and vibrant high gloss enamel
bottom barrels. Pens include premium black
ink cartridges. Aluminum. 1” H x 2” W x 6.31”
L
Vendor # Pen
Item# 1000170974

Umbrella
Full-size golf umbrella. Manual opening.
Large polyester canopy with matching color
case. Sturdy metal shaft with large wood
handle.
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Vendor # UMB
Item# 1000170975

Explorer Backpack
Zippered main compartment. Front zippered
pocket with earbud port. Side mesh pocket.
Padded back panel. Adjustable, padded
backpack straps.
Vendor# Exback
Item# 1000170976

5 Year Cube
2 x 2 cube paperweight. Beveled on every edge of
each side, this clear crystal cube sparkles in the
light. Flat on one corner to make it free standing,
the cube has the TN
Vendor# Cube1
Item# 1000179743
logo and 5 years of
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Writing Pad Jr
Zippered closure. Includes 5" x 8" writing
pad and built-in solar calculator.

Vendor # LWpad
Item# 1000170967

16oz Tervis
Keep your drink as warm as cold for as long
as it takes to enjoy.
Dishwasher safe.
Vendor # Ter16
Item# 1000170977

Sports Duffel
Zippered main compartment. Front Velcro media
pocket with earbud port. Elastic bungee cords
and pen loop. Adjustable shoulder strap and
contrast carry handles.
Vendor # SD2930
Item# 1000170968

3-n-1 Survivor Rescue Knife
Three-in-one emergency safety tool includes
impact hammer to break glass, seatbelt cutter,
and oxidized knife. Easily fits in your pocket and
includes a belt clip.

Vendor# 3n1Knife
Item# 1000170969

Blanket
The Roam Fleece Travel Blanket features warm packable fleece
blanket that's ideal for any occasion. The full size blanket folds
down to a compact 10.24 inch by 11.6 inch tote with carrying
handle. This perfectly sized blanket for traveling can easily be
packed in a suitcase or bag. Blanket measures 50" x 60"
unfolded and 13" x 9.5"
folded.
Vendor # BLANKET01
Item# 1000192059

Wine and Spirit Companion
Clever bottle-shaped tool serves 5. Unique
functions include corkscrew, bottle opener, knife
blade, serrated blade and magnifying glass for
label reading.
Vendor # WsOpen
Item# 1000170971

Clarity
Drop Tumbler 14oz
Simple and sleek double wall stainless steel
tumbler is compact for an easy fit in with most
sing cup or K-cup coffee maker. Lid is push-on
and slides open and closed.
Vendor # Turn14
Item# 1000170972

Pedova Card Wallet
Can carry business cards or use as a wallet. The
exterior pocket on one side has a clear vinyl
window for an ID, and the other side has two slots
for credit cards, business cards, or other items.
The middle compartment is large enough to hold
bills or whatever you need to take with you.

Vendor# Wallet
Item# 1000170973

